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1.  Introduction

The logistics industry is a crucial facilitator of Malaysia’s
growing trade and strong economic growth. It is important
as an enabler of the nation’s trade-dependent and export-
oriented economy which cannot be overemphasized.
The market demand for logistics facilities and services in 

Malaysia from industrial parks, free zones, warehouses/
depots and distribution parks has been increasing year by
year. In essence, the demand stems from the urgent need
for companies to be competitive and to thrive in their
marketplace by delivering the right products at the lowest
cost if possible, in the right quantity, in the right place
and at the right time1. Logistics service providers emerge 
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to enable the smooth, safe and cost efficient movement
of goods and resources along the supply chain2. With
the advancement of Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) in the recent decades, businesses
have been creatively extended to be conducted over the
Internet or transferred to be the so-called e-business
which has been convinced that promising new avenues
for the creation of wealth with its fast growing and robust
momentum characteristics. 

2.   Milestone of Logistics
Service and Development of
E-Commerce in Malaysia

In the courier services industry side, service quality
is among the most crucial determinant for customer
satisfaction3,4. They are one of logistics service providers
in supply chain management in which to serve delivery
goods and parcels from wholesaler or retailers to
consumers directly5.

Malaysia’s logistics operations development in courier
services begins with the establishment of the courier
services company by Pos Malaysia Bhd (which called Pos
Malaysia in the following) by the government that could
be traced back to the early 1800s. The postal service was
set up first in the Straits Settlements (Penang, Malacca and
Singapore) and gradually grew to cover the other parts of
Malaya by the early 20th century. In the 1980s, Malaysia’s
logistic industry embraced two local private companies
namely Nationwide in 1985 and ABX Express in 1986.
Coming to the 1990s, logistics industry in Malaysia
became more competitive as more private companies
even from overseas were added in such as Kangaroo
Worldwide Express, GD Express, SkyNet and etc. To a
better compete with those private entrants, Pos Malaysia
was corporatized from the Postal Services Department
(PSD) in 1992 and was listed on the Kuala Lumpur Stock
Exchange by September 2001. 

On the other hand, e-commerce development in
Malaysia started around 1998 with the incorporation of
Lelong which is arguably regarded as the biggest local
e-business company in this moment. Followed in 2004,
eBay launched service in Malaysia through ebay.com.my.
In 2005, Mobile88 launched iPay88 which the Malaysia’s
number one online payment provider to date. Year by
year, more local and international e-commerce companies
enter Malaysia. For example, Lelong in 2009 launched its 

Business-to-Customers (B2C) shopping mall (Superbuy.
com), PayPal started supporting Ringgit Malaysia in
the same year and Pos Malaysia also launched its B2C
shopping mall (PostMe.com) in 2010. In 2011, PostMe.
com and Gmarket started venturing in Malaysia then
followed by Rocket Internet (which owns shareholdings
in Zalora, Lazada and Foodpanda) and Rakuten.

Due to the booming demand, in 2011, Logistic
Service Providers (LSP) began offering Cash on Delivery
(CoD) into e-commerce activities to support their
customers especially for courier services. Review of
logistics operations and courier service milestones and
e-commerce development in Malaysia which can be
referred in Table 1, e-commerce seems to only started to
blossom in Malaysia since 2011. 

At the same time, in 2011, LSPs began offering CoD
into e-commerce activities to ease their customers. But
for those among Malaysian, they are still not confident
with online payment. So, first courier’s services company
that offer CoD such as YAMATO Ta-Q-Bin (M) and
GD Express (which called GDex in the following). On 
25 September 2011, YAMATO has launched its CoD
service in Malaysia which the first of its kind in Malaysia.
YAMATO accept customer to pay on the spot when
customers are receiving the parcel. Customers can pay to
the Ta-Q-Bin personnel when they visited customers at
their doorstep. Ta-Q-Bin personnel will contact customers
on the delivery date and time, so they can prepare the
money in advance. This is a true of CoD service where
YAMATO deliver the parcel to customers’ doorsteps and
they make the payment only when they are receiving the
parcel.

When the demand in the delivery of e-commerce
companies increased, GDex also took an opportunity to
launch the CoD. So, customers can make payment to GDex
personnel only when receiving the goods. After that, GDex
makes the payment to the e-commerce company where
they picked up the goods and e-commerce companies will
then incur a service charge. Moreover, PayPal officially
opens global operation centres in Malaysia which further
facilitates the online transactions for joint development
of both e-commerce enterprises and logistics service.
Hence, the year 2011 witnesses a creative climax between
logistics services and e-commerce industries in Malaysia.

Certainly, from the year onwards, Malaysia’s logistics
operation and courier services have promptly increased
the number of branches. Example, Pos Malaysia which
has not only covered Malaysia but also expanded to other 
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Asia countries with the support of payment online and
also existence CoD. With the CoD customers for the first
time experience by using online shopping on which they
start to have more confidence and trust. Thus, CoD is
regarded as one successful case of creativity that simplifies
logistics service and promotes safety to buy online.
Another example of creative practice is the TV home
shopping, which launched by GoShop in 2014. In 2015,
GoShop further added channels for online shopping in
order to satisfy the huge demand from Malaysian internet
users for shopping in anywhere at any time. We believe
that there are many more creative practices that happened
in either logistics service companies or e-commerce
companies or both, where they are boosting both parties
towards a win-win prosperous and enhance their business
performances together.

Furthermore, the logistics are not confined to
manufacturing alone. Not disputed that it is relevant to
all enterprises including government, institutions and
services organizations such as wholesalers and retailers 

like e-commerce enterprises where they sell any product
via online through an enterprise website without face to
face with their customer. For this activity, they really need
LSP for courier service companies to deliver goods to the
consumer. 

The LSPs is a company that provides management over
the flow of goods and materials between points of origin
to end-use destination6,7. The provider will often handle
shipping, inventory, warehousing, packaging and security
functions for shipments6. Essentially, courier service
companies are one of from LSP but they more focussed on
finished product delivery to consumers7. Therefore, this
study would define of logistics management as a supply
of logistics services to other companies (e-commerce
enterprises) and for their consumers through the
use of integrated information, knowledge and secure
transaction that covered the whole logistic warehouse
management which from inbound management to
outbound management.

Table 1.    Milestone of logistics service and development of e-commerce in Malaysia
Milestone of Logistics Service Year Development of E-Commerce
Pos Malaysia Bhd established as a public company for
first postal service in Malaysia.

1867

Nationwide Express 1985
ABX Express 1986
Logistics Companies: 
Kangaroo Worldwide Express, GD Express

1997

Pos Malaysia Bhd privatized 1992
1998 Incorporation of Lelong as a first of e-commerce in Malaysia

Pos Malaysia Bhd. listed on Kuala Lumpur Stock Ex-
change (KLSE or now it is called as Bursa Malaysia Bhd)

2001

2004 eBay launch
2005 iPay88 launch
2009 Lelong launches B2C through Superbuy (lelong.com) and 

PayPal supports Malaysia Ringgit (MYR)
Pos Malaysia Bhd. launched PostMe.com. 2010 Pos Malaysia Bhd. take the opportunity when e-commerce

and service of logistics become important in each other, so 
its role as a logistics company number one in Malaysia where

they launched B2C through PostMe.com.
Japan logistics, YAMATO Ta-Q-Bin launch at Malaysia
and they are offering COD for the first time in Malaysia
logistics operation. Then, followed other logistics compa-
nies like GD Express, Sky Net, Nationwide Express etc.

2011 The demand of goods delivery from e-commerce companies
increased. Logistics service providers offer COD to ease for 

e-business’s customers.

2012 Foreign of e-business from US, UK and Korea enters Malay-
sia such as Gmarket, Rocket Internet, Rokuten and GoShop

2015 GoShop launch online business through goshop.com.my
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3.  Courier Services 

The efficient delivery and pick-up of items, such as
parcels and/or documents are a core operation of any
courier service. Challenging characteristics related to this
operation include: First, the delivery network changes
daily; second, there is real-time customer demand for
pickup during delivery; third, there is an increasing trend
for courier companies to provide micro-logistics services
which including deliveries of high-value items in small
size such as cellular phone sets or internet connection
packages. These latter services are not necessarily of the
“next day” type, but delivery may be performed within a
certain pre-agreed period8. 

3.1 Definitions of Courier Services
Generally postal and courier services are services that
are assigned to carry documents, parcels or other items
from one place to another quickly and efficiently. Services
offered by the postal and courier services are listed in Table 
2. The process of postal and courier services comprises
the process of collecting mail at the collection center,
sorting the mail base on location delivery destination,
the movement of mail to ensure timely delivery of mail
and distribute the mail to the delivery destination9.
Implementation Communication Technology (ICT) in
the process of postal and courier services help drastically
the efficiency of mail delivery process to ensure that the
correct mail can be received by the customer on time.

The difference of courier service with regular mail
service is the speed of parcels or document delivery to the
customer, the safety of delivery process that requires the
signature and stamp of the company received as proof of
mail delivery. As a premium service, couriers are usually
more expensive than regular postal service. However, the
speed of the delivery process and the security courier
services remain an option for the delivery of goods that
are important and require immediate delivery. 

Courier companies provide services on all scales,
from city to city, regional delivery services and global
service. There are many international courier company
that provides courier services through a network of
companies that use a hub and spoke model10. Among
these courier companies including DHL, FedEx, OCS,
DTDC, TNT, International EMS, UPS and Aramex.

Therefore, we try to define courier services as a
business partner that logistic services e-business trust 

with delivering important parcels for e-business buyers
to improve e-business performances from image business
side, enhance profit side, through good cooperation and
technology of courier services, as good as possible the
services they (logistics and courier) giving for e-business
companies.

At this time, the postal industry has been an envelope
and the services offered are not limited to the parcel
delivery. New services such as courier services, e-services
and transport services have been introduced to diversify
and broaden the scope of the offer services. Emerging
technology based on the convergence of e-communication
and publishing will and has continued to change the
landscape of postal industries in terms of the services
provides by courier and postal company through new
system model10–12.

Courier services with the latest technology will allow
customers to monitor the delivery processes in real-
time tracking. Technologies such as barcode scanning
and signature capture will speed up the delivery process.
With advanced mobile device applications, tracking the
delivery of parcels or document can be continuously
monitored at each stage of the delivery process. This
system can increase customer confidence in courier
service and improve customer service.

The good of courier services is backed by collecting
creative ability and managing knowledge to develop
innovation. It is important to solve issues of critical
customer services where including practical practices
which in technical support and application training
with the participation of whole of employees, where the
features are such as client management, customize billing,
rates and services to suit customers’ specific needs. Client
management is also included contract billing, sales
tracking, electronic notifications, invoicing and built-in
collections tool13,14.

The courier company can track the exact location
of their drivers significantly with the delivery tracking
system that uses Global Positioning System applications
(GPS). This system allows managers courier companies
warn their drivers and the dispatchers if a delivery “almost
late” or late. Courier manager can arrange and manage the
driver rotation system for the delivery process to optimize
the cost of transportation.

Besides that, the delivery pricing must be competitive
and flexible. The delivery pricing must be user-friendly
and affordable rates to the value of goods, delivery
distance and the of heavy parcels. Pricing system using 
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zone systems such as zone-heavy, zone-count or door-
to-door distance provide comfort feel to the customer to
use of courier services. For delivery outside the delivery
zone system, surcharges can be implemented which the
rate should be base on the distance the delivery. The
right pricing plan must be given automatically to provide
confidence to customers15. Courier company’s financial
management system should be managed professionally
includes able to provide a variety of management reports
such as performance analysis and results.

The role of the courier services is very important to
support e-commerce company’s development. To assist
e-commerce companies with efficient courier service
today, the Courier Services Provider should provide the
customer with customer web portal to trace and track
the orders and delivery notification through email. The
effective of delivery process will help customer confidence
to support the development of e-commerce companies16. 

Therefore, this study tries to define courier services as
a business partner that person you trust with delivering
important parcels for your buyers to improve your
business from image business side, enhance profit side,
through good cooperation and technology of courier
services as well as possible the services they giving for
your business.

3.2 Malaysia’s Courier Services 
One of the service sector that is continues growing is a
courier services sector. In 2008, global package delivery
reached a value of USD 500 million and is expected to
continue to increase17.18. Participation of Malaysia in the
Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA) is expected
to boost the courier service sector by 20% within the next
5 years. The Courier services are expected to reach £ 4
billion in 2020. Table 2 shows the list of courier company
operates at Malaysia in 20158.

However, this industry faces challenges of managing
knowledge and creativity in services as a result of
globalization. Although, the Malaysia’s courier market
has grown at 7% annually in average, the existence and
growth of logistics management companies from private
companies in Malaysia (refer Table 2), this industry has
numerous challenges ahead in terms of access to expert
capital, managing of knowledge in administration,
services and operations and creative ability to innovative
services.

Malaysia still needs continuous learning and research
to develop postally and courier service management more
competitive. For example, the European Courier, Express
and Parcel (CEP) sector is a very strategic and dynamic
sector involved in globalization. Primarily, the CEP sector 

Table 2.    List of logistics management companies and courier service companies in Malaysia year 2015
Malaysia Courier Services Companies Services
Poslaju EMS (National Service) Courier delivery services.
Nationwide Express Courier delivery services.
FedEx Courier and freight.
Skynet Worldwide Courier delivery services.
GD Express Express Delivery Service.
AirAsia Courier International delivery express, overland transport and air freight.
Avanti Worldwide Express AWE International delivery express.
City-Link Courier delivery services.
DHL Worldwide Express Express Delivery Service, International delivery express, Logistics and warehouse.
DPEX Courier delivery services and International delivery.
Kangaroo Courier delivery services and International delivery.
Malaysian Express Worldwide Air freight, International delivery and warehouse.
S.O.S. Express (SOS Transportation) Overseas Courier Service OCS and Logistics Provider.
Sure-Reach Worldwide Express Courier delivery services.
TNT Express Worldwide Logistics Provider, Local and international courier delivery services.
YAMATO Ta-q-bin Malaysia Sdn Bhd warehousing, international courier delivery services, transportation and distribution man-

agement.
UPS Malaysia-United Parcel Service Courier delivery services. 
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is a separate activity from the postal service19. Nowadays,
Malaysia courier services regardless of their sizes face
with the challenges dealing with the new technologies
from a business partner, with operating in the same way
as private corporations9, understanding what products
are profitable and which are not and dealing with almost
constant change in business based on e-commerce
environment. 

To continues survive, Malaysia’s courier services
companies need to change through managing of efficient
knowledge to become more competitive in services and
operations and also market-oriented (e-commerce) and
customer-driven (end consumers). In this environment,
the price is no longer the only determinant of the courier
industry20. Speed and quality or knowledge responsiveness
among staff to customers is the next source of competitive
advantage, especially in the courier industry. The creativity
and improvement can develop when Malaysia’s courier
services companies know what their customer really need
to follow the current situation.

4.  E-Commerce

E-commerce usually refers to the distribution, marketing,
sales, track and trace online and services electronically.
The term of electronic commerce has been used to
describe a wide range of transactions in the online market,
where information technology helps each operation and
business transactions through electronic networks. In the
past, a dominant firm in the value chain typically put out
a network that deployed proprietary applications over this
private network. For example, Chrysler, Ford and General
Motors put up a network and required all its parts and
sub-assembly suppliers to participate in its Electronic
Data Interchange (EDI) over the network21.

The emergence of the Internet as a public network with
a lot of utilized by millions of people online has created a
new interactive market for buying and selling. Thus, part
of e-commerce means the ability to buy and sell items,
the ability to deliver marketing information and online
services through the public network22.

The tremendous growth of e-commerce can be
attributed to the reduction of friction in business
transactions via online networks. This reduction has led to
such an increase in service quality, customer satisfaction,
lower costs in business operations, faster transaction
including the delivery of physical goods by Logistics
Service Providers and prompt delivery of goods in some 

cases such as software or digital music23.
E-commerce consists of a system for processing

business transactions and operations it’s to support the
company, such as the creation of sources of information,
movement information through a global network, an
efficient and effective interaction among producers,
consumers, intermediaries and sellers. Besides,
e-commerce can perform daily economic activities such
as pricing, contracts, payments and also track and trace
online to facilitate the delivery of goods from the courier
company24.

Thus, for e-commerce companies we refer to buying
and selling goods and services on the Internet, especially
through the website as it is known by the name World
Wide Web (www). In practice, this term and a newer
term, e-business is often used interchangeably, in which
that organization has adopted Intranet and Extranet as a
whole.

4.2 E-commerce Enterprises in Malaysia
According to BBC News on December 2014, the Malaysia
only began to use the Internet as the main platform at
around 1995. Improvements continue to be made by
the Malaysian government, until 2010, the government
has given high-speed internet access, it is accessible and
affordable to all Malaysians. Facilities such as WiMAX is
the first 4G technology and is provided by the Malaysian
government to offer mobile internet with faster speed,
large capacity and no need high cost. As of second quarter
of 2015, Malaysia has broadband penetration rates of 91.7
(per 100 inhabitants) and 72.2 (per 100 households).
Malaysia average internet speed is 5.0 Megabits per second
(Mbps) and shows a 17% year-on-year improvement
in broadband speed. Malaysia is ranked 70th place
worldwide by 2015 State of the Internet (Soti).

Unfortunately, Malaysia can be considered as the
country lagging behind in Internet use widely. Although
already a few years since the commercialization of the
Internet, Malaysians still regard it as a new platform, most
of them associate the internet only with communications
and entertainment industries, but not as a medium for
commerce. So, in the late 2000s, e-commerce in Malaysia
is still in its infancy25,26. Conduct transactions online,
Malaysia is still not as popular as in western countries.
Although almost every Internet users in Malaysia
surveyed said they generally like the idea of  shopping on
the internet. The fact, only a small number of Malaysians
buying trough online27. Approximately 96% of adults 
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living in urban Peninsular Malaysia never buy anything
via the Internet and only 4% have done so. In the last 10
years (2000-2010), Malaysians are still not comfortable
with the use of the Internet for applications such as
shopping and banking. It still has not become a way of life
in Malaysia.

But from 2010-2015, Malaysians began to be
comfortable with using the internet for e-commerce
applications due to the Internet speed more advanced,
cheaper and it is a trend or lifestyle not only for the young
user but all of the age level. It is proved by Razaleigh
Zainal as a Vice President, Corporate Communications
Ad Marketing of MDeC where he confirmed in his twitter
on date 28 October 2015 that MyCyberSale 2015 has
surpassed the total Gross Merchandise Value (GMV a.k.a
Revenue) target by 18% achieving RM117.13 million in the
5 days event which double of the year 2014’s revenue20,28.

E-commerce enterprises allow consumers to shop
electronically, it can be done at anytime and anywhere
without the restrictions of time or distance. E-commerce
has grown rapidly in the last five years and in subsequent
years, it is expected to show superior performance with a
faster pace28,29. In the near future, the boundaries between
“conventional” and “electronic” commerce will become
increasingly blurred as more and more entrepreneurs are
turning to the Internet for their business operations. As
B2B, it refers to electronic commerce between businesses
rather than between businesses and consumers. B2B
businesses often deal with hundreds or even thousands
of other businesses, either as customers or suppliers,
including logistics service providers as a logistics
provider. If it is much more demanding and more
complex in cooperation between businesses to other
business via electronic, e-commerce enterprises will be
e-business activities. They are dependent on each other for
completing their operation and management. Therefore,
this study will explore the activities of e-commerce
and e-business companies which they always need the
logistics management and services by logistics service
provider such as in warehouse management and process
of goods delivering. Conduct transactions electronically
provide great competitive advantages over traditional
methods. When implemented properly, e-commerce
provides advantages in business operations such as faster,
cheaper and easier than traditional methods of bartering
goods and services.

Electronic transactions have been around for a long 

time such as in the form of Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI). EDI requires each supplier and customer to
establish a link between their specific data where
e-commerce provides a cost, this method is very effective
for companies that have many links.

E-commerce has also led to the development of the
electronic market place where suppliers and potential
customers together conduct mutually beneficial trade. To
create a successful online store can be difficult if you do not
know the principles of e-commerce and what e-commerce
should do for companies as a business online. Read and
understand the correct guidelines and appropriate, where
is the implementation of e-business plan is an essential
part of success in developing the online store.

5.   Courier Service Companies
and E-Commerce Enterprises

Logistics management seeks to enhance competitive
performance by closely integrating the internal functions
within the company to other business and effectively
linking them with the external operations of suppliers
activities, customers requirement and other channel
members (e.g. business partner)30. In another word, good
organizational performance also comes from business
partners (like courier services companies as a CPL to
e-commerce enterprises) and customers perspective31.

They are able to serve with best services to them and their
business partner was satisfied and confident then would
enhance their business partner enterprises32. Hence,
this study implying that business partner and customer
(e-commerce enterprises) always repeat use of logistics
services in courier services companies. This situation
shows that they have a symbiosis relation for both of
them. They can enhance company performance together,
where they have a good performance in the relationship
to supply chain operations.

Logistics management is relevant to all types of
organizations like courier services to serve e-commerce
enterprises, so logistics are not confined to manufacturing
operations alone33. Definitely, logistics management is
relevant and related to all enterprises especially in retail
management, large firm, Small and Medium Enterprises
(SME) (seller/vendor or retailers)34–36.

Besides that, to build friendly alliances in the logistics
service and business partner, collaboration in the logistics 
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service presents multi-creative features and need a long
time. The Logistics Service Providers should be sure that
they have a flexible service to the retailers and wholesalers
(e-commerce enterprise companies). So, knowledge
management competence in quality supervision and
coordination are critical to realizing successful joint in
the logistics service. Therefore, this study implying that
logistics/courier services which positively affects an
e-commerce enterprises’ performances.

6.  Discussion

Studies of logistics management and operations in
Malaysia for 5 years is still focused on the development
of logistics32 and the efficiency of logistics services34.
A study has been conducted on managing logistics
operations, which this study focuses on courier services
companies and their operations/services to e-commerce
enterprises in Malaysia. In recent years, the possibility
of applying efficient of managing knowledge to the
logistics service like courier services companies and to
logistics planning has been put forward in the literature
of Malaysia academic. Despite these discussions was done
before, managing knowledge has not been implemented
in Malaysia’s logistics in the scale of warehousing service,
packaging service, delivery service and distribution
service, track and trace online service with their partner
like an e-commerce enterprises. 

Due to no research and rare study about managing
knowledge relating logistics operations or courier services,
it would toward a Malaysia increase of e-commerce
enterprises’ performances. They are business partners
in supply chain management, where courier services
companies act as CPL for e-commerce enterprises. 

Besides that, improvement of performance in
e-commerce enterprise activities would impact on
the logistics/courier services directly where dealer’s
e-commerce will be continued in their contract with
logistics/courier services efficient32. The logistics
outsourcing relationships between suppliers in the field of
e-commerce especially retention which refers to renewing
existing contracts under agreement details when they
expire, while extension relates to expanding the volume
or scope of an existing relationship by cross-selling and
providing additional services for existing customers.
The satisfaction and loyalty of e-commerce firm as their
customers, it shows to what degree ability and proactive 

improvements can foster an existing relationship and to
what extent such improvements may be leveraged outside
toward other parties.

7.  Conclusion

A frank dialogue or sharing interpretation about the
information is required for all sides to arrive at a common
understanding which is the foundation for integrated
decision making and united action in an organization.
Especially in Malaysia’s logistics service industry, logistics-
related knowledge management in service providers aims
at improving the effectiveness of enterprises by raising
the standards of efficiency of knowledge generation,
dissemination, shared interpretation and responsiveness.
As in companies and the society in general, knowledge
has been widely recognized as information and accepted
as a strategic resource in the area of logistics too.

Besides that, increased of e-commerce enterprise
development, in their networks have created new needs
in the logistics field. For example, the demand of different
from e-business’s customer which at the same time
give a value-added service in logistics management is
increasing. Before this, in the traditional way its status
made it difficult to find services to fulfil these new needs. 

This study tries to review that e-commerce enterprise
development which can also improve the status of
logistics operations and courier services in the future as
the relevance, where it is significance for the development
of the economy. This research is supposed to bring more
insights to the effective managing of logistics/courier
strategy or model especially in Malaysia and provide
feasible managerial suggestions to both industry and
government, which could contribute to the economic
development of Malaysia.

Additionally, this study addresses competition with
present the logistics operation and courier services as
transportation and warehouse distribution drove in the
logistics industry and the e-commerce enterprises as a
technology which virtually driven in business marketing.

In conclusion, it could help to acknowledge the
current levels of managing knowledge and achieve
different ability as well as the role of logistics operation/
courier services and e-business performances. Thus, it
could guide both of them to renew their perceptions of
the effects of the managing knowledge, operations and
services for a better develop and enhance their operational 
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practices. So, both of them could survive their business
to compete with others competitors. In addition, the
significance of this study and benefit for future research
is clearly to know about the relationship strength between
them (relationship among the two industries namely
logistics/courier services and e-commerce enterprises’
performances) to enhance their performances from the
financial and non-financial side.
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